
AN ANALYSIS OF WORKPLACE IN BARTLEBY THE SCRIVENER BY

HERMAN MELVILLE

Herman Melville, in his story â€œBartleby, The Scrivenerâ€• uses several metaphors and images to express the horrific
scene of the workplace. Melville's story takes.

Ultimately he refuses to take in any nourishment, but this is prefigured in the text by his refusing to take on
more work. His fate, an innocent decline into unemployment, prison and starvation, dramatizes the effect of
the new prudence on the economically inactive members of society. Now that I am very consciously thinking
about it, maybe it's not so hard. Tucson: University of Arizona Press,  What I was trying to articulate above
was that after one recognizes the presence of Bartleby as a haunting force in their "office", they should strive
to use that recognition to transform and become cognitively whole rather than rationalizing it away. I can see
that figure nowâ€” pallidly neat, pitiably respectable, incurably forlorn! When the narrator returns a few days
later to check on Bartleby, he discovers that he died of starvation, having preferred not to eat. Bartleby, for all
his desire to disengage from the bleakness of the corporate world albeit a different Wall Street than we know
today , cannot do more than say no to others. His kindness may be derived from his curiosity and fascination
for Bartleby. My mind then ran on in reveries concerning the probable effects upon the human constitution of
living entirely on ginger-nuts"  Bartleby, the Scrivener shows what happens when individuality is selected
over all else to the point of self-destruction. As if long famishing for something to copy, he seemed to gorge
himself on my documents. The narrator opens with a description of himself, his employees, and the fact that
his business has recently grown. Perhaps after our class discussions, each of our desires not to end up empty
vessels helping the highest socioeconomic class make more money will be enough of a motivation to aid us in
finding noble work; helping clients who actually need it, not necessarily because of our pity or empathy, but
because I for one, don't want to end up alone, drunk and unhappy at two in the morning. Later the narrator
returns to find that Bartleby has been forcibly removed and imprisoned in the Tombs. He changes working
space into a space of retreat, as he does with his own inner life. Other lawyers and professionals perhaps
representing the "super-ego" are disturbed by Barleby's presence; they are disturbed when confronted with the
true desire of the narrator - somebody who prefers and chooses not to do work yet collects their money and
ferrets it away in his desk. The narrator makes several futile attempts to reason with Bartleby and to learn
something about him; when the narrator stops by the office one Sunday morning, he discovers that Bartleby
has started living there. Urquart sees the lawyers around her, and herself, following pools of money wherever
they collect, and the way Joseph writes her contemplative character, she seems to feel guilty about it, or at
least ashamed. The boy unwittingly mimics Bartleby when he declares he would "prefer not to". He politely
refuses to eat, and simply so to live. Soon after, the narrator, who is a lawyer, hires an additional employee by
the name of Bartleby, the namesake of the story. A comparative verb is articulated by Bartleby as an absolute.
Bartleby is a good worker until he starts to refuse to do his work. This is certainly exemplified by Urquart's
use of the phrase in her one encounter with the abrasive Mallorn. The Lawyer then wonders whether gingernut
cakes are all that Bartleby eats, and he ponders the effect of what an all-gingernut-cake diet might do to the
human constitution. Melville also touches upon an important cultural reference that his contemporary readers
would have picked up on immediately, the murder of Samuel Adams by John Colt. Several professionals
confront him, holding him to the account that he was the last person to give him employment. Simply by
stating a preference to not participate, the whole structure begins to crumble. Perhaps Urquart's preference not
to speaks for her rejection of male hierarchy, not a rejection of corporate greed in general.


